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Success Criteria

• I can sometimes play a continuous game

• I can use a range of basic racket skills

Handy Hints
Move your feet to the ball and then return to the ready position.

Hit the ball near to your partner so that they can return it.

YEAR 4

Tennis
Lesson 6

Learning Objective
To work co-operatively with a partner to keep a continuous rally going.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Equipment

Optional:
Skinned foam balls

Tennis nets

Cones x 90

Hoops x 15

Tennis Balls x 45

Tennis rackets x 30
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Teacher note: courts can be set up using cones and nets can be represented by a line of cones or using tennis nets if they are accessible.

Ball tag:
Select five pupils to be the taggers, they have one tennis ball each. If tagged pupils pass the ball onto that player and pupils swap roles.

 

Rally:
Allow pupils a few minutes to warm up in pairs, rallying the ball. How many times can they rally the ball with their partner? If they miss the ball or it goes out of the court area, they must

start again.

Make this easier by using a sponge ball.
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Skill Development
30 Mins

Question the pupils on what they need to do to for a continuous rally to work?

Teacher note: hit the ball near to their partner so it is easy for them to return it.

 

Hit up rally:
In pairs with one racket each and one ball between them. Pupils begin on either side of the net. One pupil starts by tapping the ball up to themselves, letting it bounce on the floor and

then gently hitting it over to their partner. Their partner allows the ball to bounce once before tapping it up to themselves, letting the ball bounce on the floor and then hitting it back. TAP-

BOUNCE-HIT. Challenge: how many they can do in a row?

Begin in the ready position each time with feet shoulder width apart and knees bent.

Use a small tap to control the ball.

Teacher note: the purpose of this activity is to help the pupils to control the ball before returning it.

 
Rally 2,4,6:
In pairs, pupils rally with each other and between shots recover to the centre of their baseline (back of their court area). Pupils count the number of consecutive hits they do. The first rally

has a target of two. When this is achieved the pair collect a cone and place it at the net. The next rally target is four. When this is achieved they put another cone at the net. The next rally
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count is six and so on. Make it competitive by saying the first pair to six cones (rally of twelve) wins. Or time the pupils how many cones can they win in three minutes? Can they beat

their score?

Move your feet to the ball.

Return to the ready position after a hit.

Make this easier by rallying in groups of four.

Make this harder by increasing the target number for certain pairs to win a cone.

 
Empty the hoop:
In pairs with one racket each. Each pair has a hoop with three balls placed at the back of their court. On the teacher’s command ‘go’ pupils collect one ball from their hoop and rally with

their partner. When they have completed a rally of four, they can put that ball in another pair’s hoop. The pair gets another ball from their hoop and begins again. The winning team is the

first one to have no balls in their hoop.

Hit the ball towards your partner to help them to return the ball easily.

Use a forehand if the ball comes towards your dominant side and a backhand if the ball comes towards your non-dominant side. 

Make this harder by placing more balls in a more able pairs' hoop to start with.

Make this easier by decreasing the number of shots a pair has to do in their rally to be able to place their ball in another team’s hoop.
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Plenary

 

5 Mins

Question the pupils on what they needed to do to rally effectively.

How did they make it easier for their partner to return the ball?

What helped you to keep the rallies going?


